INTRODUCTION.

This is a mind blowing true story about a British Caribbean woman,
Dounne Alexander, who in 1996, came face to face with God. She was
told that HE wished to reveal HIS truths to the world through her. God
warned her against fanaticism and told her not to form any churches,
religions, cults, nor have followers. We should not be forced to believe
but instead, encouraged to use our 'free-will,' follow our own minds and
learn how to live in the 'consciousness of universal love.'
Dounne's mission included the writing of this book, which contains
profound and prophetic messages for the 21st century. HE revealed her
spirit name - ORISHUA - which means 'the power of the Seventh Star,'
the spiritual messenger, communicator and teacher. HE also told her
about the purpose for which she was sent to serve.
In addition, Dounne has to establish the 'first of July' as an annual day of
love, to be observed as 'The Celebration of Life.' This amazing story
thus shows her transformation from an enterprising business-woman,
into a missionary working for love.
This is a powerful, extraordinary journey of self discovery; entwining
real life experiences, showing the incredible ability of the human Spirit to
triumph over adversity. It is a journey which takes you into the realms of
spirituality and by this means, reveals your own divinity. It proves that
spirituality is both natural and real and has nothing to do with
indoctrinated religious beliefs and confirms God's existence. It looks at
life uncompromisingly through pure spiritual eyes, which is pivotal for
our existence and survival.
What makes this encounter even more fascinating, is that Dounne is just an
ordinary person, who simply believes in God and considers herself 'a
child of the universe.' She has no great knowledge or powers but
noticed that for some unknown reason, the number '7' has always played
an important role in her life. All the lessons and teachings were given by
God, Spirit Masters and Guardian Angels... important lessons of life,
which the world would be well advised to heed.
This is not a doomsday book. Instead, it is a 'ray of hope' for the future,
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